OVERVIEW OF INTERACTIVE NOTEBOOK REQUIREMENTS

**General**
- Your name and class period is clearly visible on the front of your notebook
- Page numbers CLEARLY marked in bottom outside corners of all pages
- Your handwriting is legible enough that Mrs. Farmer can tell what you are writing!
- The pockets of your notebook are empty except for allowed materials
- Your bookmark is placed on the page Mrs. Farmer asks it to be on
- You have been nice to your notebook! It isn’t beat up, torn, crumpled, etc
- Each page can/will be graded using the 0-3 or 0-5 grading rubric.
  Don’t forget –Above and beyond!

**Right Side Pages**
- Target is in red pen at the very top of every right side page
- Each set of notes has a descriptive title
- Notes are KCQ style when required
- KCQ style notes have excellent key terms, connections and higher level questioning
- Notes incorporate four colors in a meaningful way that adds to the learning
- Non KCQ style pages are complete and handouts are completed and glued in all the way
- Notes are not cramped – you use empty space to help add to the organization and learning
- Includes effective diagrams and pictures

**Left Side Pages**
- Demonstrates extensive left side processing of information – it looks like you actually are using your notebook to think and learn!
- Pages are complete and handouts are completed and glued in all the way
- Uses color in a meaningful way throughout processing activities
- Includes effective diagrams and pictures
- Uses a variety of processing techniques when allowed to demonstrate different learning styles